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Glenn's Guide is written for people who love to sail and want to see and experience the British

Virgin Islands from the deck of a small yacht or catamaran, with one hand on the rudder and one

hand on the sheets. Glenn has sailed in the BVIs for 13 years and is well acquainted with many of

the anchorages, outfitters, grocery stores, bakeries, charter companies, moorings, currents, tides,

weather patterns- in short- everything and anything that might be useful to know in order make your

trip enjoyable. The prose is warm and engaging and easy to read, and the book is lavishly and

lovingly illustrated with beautiful original photographs. If you have always dreamed about sailing

around in the Caribbean, whether on a commercial charter trip or chartering your own yacht or

catamaran, but wonder where to go and what to expect, this web site and this book are for you! New

for 2016: What to expect when dealing with customs & immigration, Touring Tortola, Sailing to

Anegada- what to expect and things to watch out for, and much more!The 2016 Digital Edition

brings all of the same great content as the earlier print edition to your personal digital device.

Slightly reformatted to fit the new venue, here are all of the same beautiful photos, graphics, maps,

and valuable information found in the print version.
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Glenn gives a personal look into the fun things you can do in the BVI but most importantly he lay so

out the actual logistics of how to get there and what to look out for in terms of the nuts and bolts of

food shopping etc. He gives phone numbers and websites of ferries and taxis. Yes, you can find this

all on line but good to have it from someone who has been there and all in a portable paper guide!

Thanks Glenn!

I bought Glenn's Guide to the BVIs in preparation for my first-ever trip there, where I was planning to

captain a bareboat chartered sailboat. I was pleasantly surprised at how well-informed and accurate

the guide was. And while it didn't review every port that I stopped in (what guide does?), there was a

good depth of information about the ports it did cover, and enough breadth to give me the taste of

the islands on a wide range of subjects.

This little book has scanty info and once loaded into my Kindle, I was sorely disappointed. Just too

short. For a guy who has been in the NOV for years, you would think he would be a wealth of

info.Nope.Frankly, I will perhaps review after I get back to see if it is possible to do a better

job..Good sailing,Sam

Excellent, up to date, a great resource!

Overall the book was very light on any details especially with regard to maps and anchorages. It

took me less than an hour to read cover to cover.

Excellent real world guide to the BVIs, like talking it over with a local.

We spent many months aboard our own catamaran, cruising in the BVI, and it took us a long time,

with plenty of twists and turns, to glean the inside knowledge of this magical area. We picked up a

copy of Captain Glenn's book at the Annapolis Sailboat show and it condenses all of that hard-won

knowledge into a quick, witty and informative book. There are a 'boatload' of guide books available

for the BVI, but you will find that most of these books are essentially advertising platforms for area



businesses, filled with glossy ads and coupons - not that there's anything wrong with that. But, you

won't find any ads in this book, which means you get the real scoop, not a promotion paid for by

advertisers. It is filled with useful tips, tricks and hidden anchorages not to mention the One True

recipe for a painkiller. If the BVI are on your cruising path or you are considering a bare boat

charter, cough up the ten clams and BUY THIS GUIDE! We will be taking our copy with us on our

next trip since we read of some new anchorages that we missed exploring when last in the area.
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